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Correlations to National Science Education Standards: Grades 5-8
This book has been correlated to National Science Education Content Standards.
For correlations to individual state standards, visit www.NEED.org.

Content Standard A | Science as Inquiry
 Abilities Necessary to Do Scientific Inquiry

 Identify questions that can be answered through scientific investigations.
 Design and conduct a scientific investigation.
 Use appropriate tools and techniques to gather, analyze, and interpret data.
 Develop descriptions, explanations, predictions, and models using evidence.
 Think critically and logically to make the relationships between evidence and explanations.
 Recognize and analyze alternative explanations and predictions.

 Communicate scientific procedures and explanations.
 Use mathematics in all aspects of scientific inquiry.

 Understandings About Scientific Inquiry

 Different kinds of questions suggest different kinds of scientific investigations. Some investigations involve observing and describing objects,
organisms, or events; some involve collecting specimens; some involve experiments; some involve seeking more information; some involve
discovery of new objects and phenomena; and some involve making models.
 Mathematics is important in all aspects of scientific inquiry.
 Science advances through legitimate skepticism. Asking questions and querying other scientists’ explanations is part of scientific inquiry. Scientists
evaluate the explanations proposed by other scientists by examining evidence, comparing evidence, identifying faulty reasoning, pointing out
statements that go beyond the evidence, and suggesting alternative explanations for the same observations.
 Scientific investigations sometimes result in new ideas and phenomena for study, generate new methods or procedures for an investigation, or
develop new technologies to improve the collection of data. All of these results can lead to new investigations.

Content Standard B | Physical Science
 Transfer of Energy

 Energy is a property of many substances and is associated with heat, light, electricity, mechanical motion, sound, nuclei, and the nature of a
chemical. Energy is transferred in many ways.
 Heat moves in predictable ways, flowing from warmer objects to cooler ones, until both reach the same temperature.
 Light interacts with matter by transmission (including refraction), absorption, or scattering (including reflection). To see an object, light from that
object—emitted by or scattered from it—must enter the eye.
 Electrical circuits provide a means of transferring electrical energy when heat, light, sound, and chemical changes are produced.
 The sun is a major source of energy for changes on the earth’s surface. The sun loses energy by emitting light. A tiny fraction of that light reaches
the earth, transferring energy from the sun to the earth. The sun’s energy arrives as light with a range of wavelengths, consisting of visible light,
infrared, and ultraviolet radiation.

Content Standard C | life science
 Populations and Ecosystems

 For ecosystems, the major source of energy is sunlight. Energy entering ecosystems as sunlight is transferred by producers into chemical energy
through photosynthesis. That energy then passes from organism to organism in food webs.

Content Standard D | Earth and Space Science
 Earth in the Solar System

 The earth is the third planet from the sun in a system that includes the moon, the sun, eight other planets and their moons, and smaller objects,
such as asteroids and comets. The sun, an average star, is the central and largest body in the solar system.
 Most objects in the solar system are in regular and predictable motion. Those motions explain such phenomena as the day, the year, phases of
the moon, and eclipses.

4

 The sun is the major source of energy for phenomena on the earth’s surface, such as growth of plants, winds, ocean currents, and the water cycle.
Seasons result from variations in the amount of the sun’s energy hitting the surface, due to the tilt of the earth’s rotation on its axis and the length
of the day.
Energy From the Sun Teacher Guide

Correlations to National Science Education Standards: Grades 5-8
This book has been correlated to National Science Education Content Standards.
For correlations to individual state standards, visit www.NEED.org.

Content Standard E | Science and Technology
 Understandings About Science and Technology

 Scientific inquiry and technological design have similarities and differences. Scientists propose explanations for questions about the natural
world, and engineers propose solutions relating to human problems, needs, and aspirations. Technological solutions are temporary; technologies
exist within nature and so they cannot contravene physical or biological principles; technological solutions have side effects; and technologies
cost, carry risks, and provide benefits.
 Many different people in different cultures have made and continue to make contributions to science and technology.
 Science and technology are reciprocal. Science helps drive technology, as it addresses questions that demand more sophisticated instruments and
provides principles for better instrumentation and technique. Technology is essential to science, because it provides instruments and techniques
that enable observations of objects and phenomena that are otherwise unobservable due to factors such as quantity, distance, location, size, and
speed. Technology also provides tools for investigations, inquiry, and analysis.
 Perfectly designed solutions do not exist. All technological solutions have trade-offs, such as safety, cost, efficiency, and appearance. Engineers
often build in back-up systems to provide safety. Risk is part of living in a highly technological world. Reducing risk often results in new technology.
 Technological designs have constraints. Some constraints are unavoidable, for example, properties of materials, or effects of weather and friction;
other constraints limit choices in the design, for example, environmental protection, human safety, and aesthetics.
 Technological solutions have intended benefits and unintended consequences. Some consequences can be predicted, others cannot.

Content Standard F | Science in Personal and Social Perspectives
 Populations, Resources, and Environments

 When an area becomes overpopulated, the environment will become degraded due to the increased use of resources.
 Causes of environmental degradation and resource depletion vary from region to region and from country to country.

 Science and Technology in Society

 Societal challenges often inspire questions for scientific research, and social priorities often influence research priorities through the availability
of funding for research.
 Technology influences society through its products and processes. Technology influences the quality of life and the ways people act and interact.
Technological changes are often accompanied by social, political, and economic changes that can be beneficial or detrimental to individuals and
to society. Social needs, attitudes, and values influence the direction of technological development.
 Science and technology have advanced through contributions of many different people, in different cultures, at different times in history. Science
and technology have contributed enormously to economic growth and productivity among societies and groups within societies.

Content Standard G | History and Nature of Science
 Nature of Science

 Scientists formulate and test their explanations of nature using observation, experiments, and theoretical and mathematical models. Although
all scientific ideas are tentative and subject to change and improvement in principle, for most major ideas in science, there is much experimental
and observational confirmation. Those ideas are not likely to change greatly in the future. Scientists do and have changed their ideas about nature
when they encounter new experimental evidence that does not match their existing explanations.
 In areas where active research is being pursued and in which there is not a great deal of experimental or observational evidence and understanding,
it is normal for scientists to differ with one another about the interpretation of the evidence or theory being considered. Different scientists might
publish conflicting experimental results or might draw different conclusions from the same data. Ideally, scientists acknowledge such conflict and
work towards finding evidence that will resolve their disagreement.
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Materials
Activity

Materials in Kit

Radiation Cans

Radiation

cans
Thermometers


Water

Light

source
Timer

250

ml Beakers

Solar Concentration

Radiation

cans
Clay

Thermometers

6
 Concave and 6 flat mirrors

Cold

water
Light

source
Ruler

250

ml Beakers

Large

container
Small

glass beaker or
bowl
Marble

Clear

plastic wrap

Solar Distiller

6

Additional Materials Needed

Photovoltaic Cells

PV
 module kit

Paper

Bright

light source

Temperature and UV
Beads

UV
 beads
Thermometers


Foam

cups
Ice

100

ml Beakers
Permanent

marker
Timer


Solar Balloon

Solar

Balloon

Sunny

day

Solar Oven

Oven

thermometer

Small

pizza boxes
Plastic

wrap
Aluminum

foil
Wooden

skewers
Markers

Scissors

Rulers


Solar House

Solar

House Kit

Cardboard

box
Graph

paper
Research

materials
Presentation

materials

Large

rubber band
Water

Food

coloring
Light

source

Hot

water
Room

temperature
water
Cold

water
Sunny

day

Masking

tape
Paper

plates
Black

construction paper
Food

to cook
Additional

solar oven
materials

Energy From the Sun Teacher Guide

Teacher Guide
&Background

 Time

Energy From the Sun is an inquiry-based unit with Teacher and Student Guides containing
comprehensive background information on solar energy and how it can generate electricity.
Through hands-on inquiry investigations, reading nonfiction text, and critical thinking activities,
students will learn about the transformations of energy related to solar or radiant energy. The
kit that accompanies this curriculum contains most of the materials necessary to conduct the
activities and investigations. Please refer to page 6 of the Teacher Guide for a complete list of
materials included in the kit.

Five

45-minute class periods

:Web Resources
American Solar Energy Society
www.ases.org
Energy Schema
Solar Energy Animations

Concepts
Nuclear

fusion within the sun produces enormous amounts of energy, some in the form of radiant
energy that travels through space to the Earth.
Most

of the energy on Earth originates from radiant energy emitted by the sun. Only geothermal,
nuclear, and tidal energy do not originate from radiant energy emitted by the sun.
The

sun’s energy coupled with the greenhouse effect make life possible on Earth.
We
 use the sun’s energy to produce heat, light, and electricity.
It
 is difficult to capture the sun’s energy because it is spread out—not much of it is concentrated in
any one place. We can capture solar energy with solar collectors that convert radiant energy into
heat.
Photovoltaic

cells convert radiant energy directly into electricity.
Concentrated

solar power systems collect radiant energy from the sun and convert it into heat to
produce electricity.

2Preparation

www.need.org/content.
asp?contentid=151
Energy For Educators

www.energyforeducators.org
Energy Information
Administration

www.eia.gov
EIA Energy Kids

www.eia.gov/kids
National Renewable
Energy Laboratory

www.nrel.gov/learning/re_
solar.html
Sandia National Laboratories

Familiarize

yourself with the Teacher and Student Guides, and with the materials in the kit. Make sure
that the PV module and motor work smoothly. If the motor doesn’t spin immediately, ‘jumpstart’ it
by touching the leads to the ends of a C or D battery.

http://energy.sandia.
gov/?page_id=870

Collect

the materials that are not included in the kit. See the materials list on page 6 for materials
that are not in the kit.

http://energy.gov/scienceinnovation/energy-sources/
renewable-energy/solar

If
 the thermometers have been unused for a long time, they may need to be recalibrated. If they are
not reading the same temperature, put them in ice water, then a few minutes later, in boiling water.
This should recalibrate the thermometers to the same temperature.
Make

a master of the Photovoltaic Cell explanation on page 19.
Divide

the class into five groups.

U.S. Department of Energy

U.S. Department of
Energy, Office of Energy
Efficiency and Renewable
Energy’s Sun Shot Initiative

www1.eere.energy.gov/solar/
sunshot.index.html

@Science Notebooks
Throughout this curriculum, science notebooks are referenced. If you currently use science notebooks
or journals, you may have your students continue using them. A rubric to guide assessment of student
notebooks can be found on page 14 in the Teacher Guide.
In addition to science notebooks, student worksheets have been included in the Student Guide.
Depending on your students’ level of independence and familiarity with the scientific process, you
may choose to use these instead of science notebooks. Or, as appropriate, you may want to make
copies of worksheets and have your students glue or tape the copies into their notebooks.
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Activity 1: Introduction to Solar Energy
 Objectives
Students

will be able to identify basic facts about energy and solar energy.
Students

will be able to read a thermometer with Fahrenheit and Celsius scales.
Students

will be able to convert between Fahrenheit and Celsius scales.

 Materials

 Time

Copies

of Fahrenenheit/Celsius Conversion (page 17) for each
student (optional)

45
 minutes

Procedure
1. Distribute the Student Guides or worksheets to the students.
2. Introduce solar energy as the topic of exploration using the KWL Organizer for Solar Energy on page 19 in the Student Guide. Have the
students make a list of the things they know and questions they have about solar energy.
3. Have students read the informational text, adding to their KWL chart. Discuss the questions they have and have them research specific
questions as homework.
4. Optional: Practice Fahrenheit and Celsius Conversions using page 17 in the Teacher Guide.
5. Optional: Play Solar Energy Bingo with the class as an introductory activity. See instructions on page 15.

 Answers
1. 122ºF							

2.

37.8ºC

 Extension
1.

Project or have students study the map on page 8 in the Student Guide, Solar Resources in the United States. Direct students to find
where they live on the map and analyze their area’s solar resources in comparison to other areas. Have students complete a quick-write
about the possible reasons for their area’s shading on the map and why other areas stack up differently. Direct students to share their
ideas with a partner or the class.

Activity 2: Radiation Cans — Converting Radiant Energy to Heat
 Objective
Students

will be able to explain that light can be reflected or absorbed and then converted to heat or thermal energy.

 Materials
Radiation

can sets
Thermometers

250

ml Beakers

 Time
Water

Light

source
Timer


60
 minutes

Procedure
1. Go to page 10 of the Student Guide. Explain the procedure and have the students complete the activity in groups.
2. Review the activity with the students, discussing the following ideas:
radiant

energy can be reflected or absorbed when it hits objects.
absorbed

radiant energy can be converted into heat.
black

objects tend to absorb radiant energy.
shiny

objects tend to reflect radiant energy.
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Activity 3: Radiation Cans — Solar Concentration
 Objectives
Students

will be able to describe how light can be concentrated on an object.
Students

will be able to describe the term concave.

 Materials

 Time
Beakers

Cold

water
Sunny

day or lamps
Ruler


Radiation

can sets
Clay

Thermometers

Flat

mirrors
Concave

mirrors

45
 minutes

2Preparation
Set
 up centers or stations each with 2 radiation cans, 2 thermometers, a beaker, cold water, ruler, and mirrors.

Procedure
1. Go to page 12 of the Student Guide. Place students into groups, assign each group a label of A-E. Assign each group to a center with the
corresponding number of concave or flat mirrors listed below. Explain the procedure and have the students complete the activity. They
must obtain data from the other groups to complete the activity.
Group

A: The control—cans without mirrors.
Group

B: Position one concave mirror behind each can so that the mirrors focus sunlight onto the cans. The mirrors should be
about seven centimeters (7 cm) from the outside edge of the can. Use pieces of clay to hold the mirrors in the correct position.
Group

C: Position two concave mirrors behind each can as described above.
Group

D: Position one flat mirror behind each can as described above.
Group

E: Position two flat mirrors behind each can as described above.
2. Review the activity and discuss the following ideas:
a mirror reflects radiant energy.
a concave mirror can concentrate solar radiation onto an object.
3. Hand out and/or project page 20 of the Teacher Guide as an assessment of student activity and discussion comprehension.

Activity 4: Solar Collection with a Solar Distiller
 Objectives
Students

will be able to define the process of distillation.
Students

will be able to compare a solar distiller to the steps in the hydrologic cycle.

 Materials

 Time

Large

containers
Small

glass beakers or bowls
Marbles

Clear

plastic wrap

Large

rubber bands
Water

Food

coloring
Sunny

day or lamps

10
 minutes to set up; distillation may take up to 24 hours to see
full results

Procedure
1. Go to page 14 in the Student Guide. Explain the procedure and have the students complete the activity in groups.
2. Review the water cycle. You can project the water cycle graphic on page 18 of the Teacher Guide.
3. Revisit the distiller the next day. Review and discuss the following concepts:
radiant

energy can pass through transparent materials such as plastic wrap, but thermal energy does not pass through as easily.
evaporation

and condensation in Earth’s natural water cycle.
evaporation

and condensation can be replicated and modeled.
©2013 The NEED Project
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Activity 5: Photovoltaic Cells (Photovoltaics)
 Objectives
Students

will be able to explain how radiant energy can be transformed directly into electricity.
Students

will be able to explain how a motor transforms electricity into motion.

 Materials
PV
 module kit with motors and
fans

 Time
Paper

Bright

light source

45
 minutes

Procedure
1. Go to page 15 of the Student Guide. Place students into five groups. Explain the procedure and have the students complete the activity
in their groups.
2. Review the activity with the students, using the Photovoltaic Cell master on page 19 of the Teacher Guide to review and discuss the
following concepts:
PV
 cells transform radiant energy directly into electricity.
motors

transform electricity into motion.
sunlight

and artificial light are both examples of radiant energy.
3. Hand out or project page 21 of the Teacher Guide to assess student activity and discussion comprehension.

Activity 6: Temperature and UV Beads
 Objective
Students

will be able to explain how temperature affects the rate at which UV beads change back to white after UV exposure.

 Materials
UV
 beads
Thermometers

Foam

cups
Ice

100

ml Beakers
Permanent

marker

 Time
Timer

Hot

water
Room

temperature water
Cold

water
Sunny

day

45
 minutes

2 Preparation
Each

group will need four of the same color UV beads. There are multiple colors. It does not matter which color each group uses. The bag
you receive will be mixed so you will need to separate out beads for the groups.

Procedure
1. Go to pages 16-17 of the Student Guide. Place students in their groups and provide them with the necessary materials.
2. Explain the procedure and have students complete the investigation.
3. Discuss the results of the investigation with the students, and review the forms of energy involved with the class.
4. Ask students to design an experiment to test the UV beads further incorporating or considering other variables to manipulate, like color
of beads, amount of UV radiation, etc.

:Technology Extension
If allowable, it may be easier for students to give detailed data and observations using digital cameras. Have students submit a digital lab
report showcasing their hypothesis, data, and conclusions.
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Activity 7: Solar Balloon
 Objective
Students

will be able to describe how radiant energy impacts air molecules.

 Materials

 Time

Solar

balloon with fishing line
Sunny

day

30-45 minutes

Procedure
1. Review the solar balloon activity on page 18 of the Student Guide.
2. Bring your students outside to an open area. They should bring their science notebooks or Student Guides and a writing utensil with
them. Follow the procedure on the student worksheet.
3. Students should record their observations throughout the investigation.
4. Discuss the results with students, highlighting vocabulary they should use in their conclusions.

Activity 8: Solar Oven Challenge
 Objectives
Students

will be able to design and test a solar oven.
Students

will be able to describe the transformation of radiant energy to thermal energy.

 Materials
Small

pizza boxes
Plastic

wrap
Aluminum

foil
Wooden

skewers
Markers

Scissors

Rulers


 Time
Masking

tape
Paper

plates
Black

construction paper
Food

to cook
Oven

thermometers
Additional

materials to
redesign ovens

2 - 45 minute classes, plus time for cooking

2 Preparation
Make

one standard solar oven using the directions on page 22 of the Teacher Guide. This solar oven will be used as the “standard” oven.
Decide

what to make in the solar ovens. Popular choices include cookies, s’mores, English Muffin pizzas, and nachos. You can also steam
carrots if you put them in a plastic bag inside the oven. Be aware of food allergies in your classroom.
Gather

materials or additional materials students may need.

Procedure
1. Show your students the standard solar oven you have made using page 19 of the Student Guide to describe its construction. Discuss
with them all of the different variables that could be changed that would affect the oven’s ability to cook food.
Suggested variables to share with students as needed:
Color

of construction paper
Add

extra reflective panels
Flip

aluminum foil—shiny side/dull side
With/without

plastic wrap
Seal/unseal

air leaks
Cover

outside of box in different materials
2. In their science notebooks, or using the worksheet on page 20 of the Student Guide, students should individually brainstorm possible
oven designs. Put students into groups. As a group they must discuss their designs and decide on one design to construct as a team.
©2013 The NEED Project
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3. Give students the materials they need to build their solar ovens.
4. Before cooking the food you have chosen, discuss with the class how they will know whether or not their solar ovens were effective.
5. Re-visit page 19 of the Student Guide. Ask students to answer the conclusion questions. Review the following concepts with the class:
 radiant energy can be reflected or absorbed when it hits objects.
 absorbed radiant energy can be transformed into thermal energy for cooking.
 black objects tend to absorb radiant energy.
 shiny objects tend to reflect radiant energy.

Activity 9: Designing a Solar House
 Objective
Students

will be able to explain the difference between active and passive solar energy.
Students

will design a model house that utilizes both passive and active solar energy.

 Materials

 Time

Solar

House Kit
Cardboard

box (for teacher’s
model)
Graph

paper
Research

materials
Presentation

materials

45+

minutes

2Preparation
Gather

the appropriate materials students may need if designing and building their own models.
Use

the Solar House Kit to make a model of a solar house for your students. Instructions can be found on page 23 of the Teacher Guide.

Procedure
1. Students should read the informational text about solar energy, if they have not yet done so.
2. Show your students the model solar house you made. Ask the students to brainstorm some questions they would have if they were
designing a solar house. (Examples: Should the house face in a particular direction? What about trees in the area, should they be
considered in the design? What type of materials should I use to build the house? How many windows should I use? Should the windows
be on a certain side of the house? What types of solar systems should I use?)
3. Discuss each of the following terms with the students and show them a picture or example of each: passive solar, active solar,
photovoltaic, tracking solar systems, stationary solar systems, building-integrated photovoltaic, solar thermal systems. To facilitate the
discussion, graphics related to solar energy can be downloaded from NEED’s graphics library at www.NEED.org.
4. Allow students to do additional research about solar homes and the design components of a solar home.
5. Put students into groups. Instruct the students to use their knowledge of solar energy and solar technology to design a solar home that
would be very efficient. Students should use the following guidelines:
 Draw your plan on your design sheet (page 21 of the Student Guide) or graph paper. You may want to use scrap paper to
sketch out ideas first.
 Indicate cardinal directions—N, S, E, W—on your drawing.
 Label all components, including windows, types of solar systems, and any other information that will help explain your design.
 Write a paragraph describing your house design and explaining the choices you made. Use complete sentences and proper
punctuation.
6. Allow students time to prepare short presentations about their solar homes using Student Guide page 22. Have students present their
designs to their peers.
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 Extensions
Have

students build a model of the home they designed.
Explain

how the change in seasons and the different locations of the sun in the sky would impact the effectiveness of the PV cells where
you live. How could you compensate for this?
Students

can make a multimedia presentation to local realtors, energy engineers, or community members.

Optional Activity 10: Photovoltaic Arrays on the School
 Objective
Students

will monitor the PV arrays on the school.

Procedure
Have

the school’s energy/facility manager or administrator speak to the students about the PV arrays on the school and show them how
they work. If possible, have the students monitor the electrical output of the arrays and correlate the output to weather conditions. See
NEED’s Schools Going Solar guide for more information.

 Evaluation and Assessments
There

are a variety of assessment opportunities provided in the Teacher Guide. These include:
Concentrating

Solar Energy Assessment, page 20
Using

Solar Energy to Produce Electricity Assessment, page 21
Solar

House Rubric, page 24
Evaluate

the unit with the class using the Evaluation Form found on page 27 and return to NEED.
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Rubrics for Assesment
Inquiry Explorations Rubric
This is a sample rubric that can be used with inquiry investigations and science notebooks. You may choose to only assess one area at a time,
or look at an investigation as a whole. It is suggested that you share this rubric with students and discuss the different components.

SCIENTIFIC CONCEPTS

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY

DATA/OBSERVATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

4

Written explanations illustrate
accurate and thorough
understanding of scientific
concepts.

The student independently
conducts investigations and
designs and carries out his
or her own investigations.

Comprehensive data is collected and thorough
observations are made. Diagrams, charts,
tables, and graphs are used appropriately. Data
and observations are presented clearly and
neatly with appropriate labels.

The student clearly communicates what was learned
and uses strong evidence to support reasoning. The
conclusion includes application to real life situations.

3

Written explanations illustrate
an accurate understanding of
most scientific concepts.

The student follows
procedures accurately
to conduct given
investigations, begins
to design his or her own
investigations.

Necessary data is collected. Observations are
recorded. Diagrams, charts, tables, and graphs
are used appropriately most of the time. Data is
presented clearly.

The student communicates what was learned and
uses some evidence to support reasoning.

2

Written explanations illustrate
a limited understanding of
scientific concepts.

The student may not
conduct an investigation
completely, parts of the
inquiry process are missing.

Some data is collected. The student may lean
more heavily on observations. Diagrams, charts,
tables, and graphs may be used inappropriately
or have some missing information.

The student communicates what was learned but is
missing evidence to support reasoning.

1

Written explanations illustrate
an inaccurate understanding of
scientific concepts.

The student needs
significant support to
conduct an investigation.

Data and/or observations are missing or
inaccurate.

The conclusion is missing or inaccurate.

Culminating Project Rubric
This rubric may be used with the Designing a Solar House activity or Solar Oven Challenge, or for any other group work you ask the students to
do.

Content

Organization

Originality

Workload

4

Project covers the topic indepth with many details and
examples.
Subject knowledge is excellent.

Content is very well
organized and presented in
a logical sequence.

Project shows much original thought. Ideas are
creative and inventive.

The workload is divided and shared equally by all
members of the group.

3

Project includes essential
information about the topic.
Subject knowledge is good.

Content is logically
organized.

Project shows some original thought. Work
shows new ideas and insights.

The workload is divided and shared fairly equally by
all group members, but workloads may vary.

2

Project includes essential
information about the topic,
but there are 1-2 factual errors.

Content is logically
organized with a few
confusing sections.

Project provides essential information, but
there is little evidence of original thinking.

The workload is divided, but one person in the group
is viewed as not doing a fair share of the work.

1

Project includes minimal
information or there are several
factual errors.

There is no clear
organizational structure,
just a compilation of facts.

Project provides some essential information,
but no original thought.

The workload is not divided, or several members are
not doing a fair share of the work.

14
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e Solar Energy BINGO Instructions
Get Ready
Duplicate as many Solar Energy Bingo sheets (found on page 25) as needed for each person in your
group. In addition, decide now if you want to give the winner of your game a prize and what the prize
will be.

Get Set

Solar Energy Bingo is a
great icebreaker for a NEED
workshop or conference. As
a classroom activity, it also
makes a great introduction to
a unit on solar energy.

2Preparation

Pass out one Solar Energy Bingo sheet to each member of the group.

Low


Go

Time

Part One: Filling in the BINGO sheets

45
 minutes

Give the group the following instructions to play the game:
This

bingo activity is very similar to regular bingo. However, there are a few things you’ll need to
know to play this game. First, please take a minute to look at your bingo sheet and read the 16
statements at the top of the page. Shortly, you’ll be going around the room trying to find 16 people
about whom the statements are true so you can write their names in one of the 16 boxes.
When

I give you the signal, you’ll get up and ask a person if a statement at the top of your bingo
sheet is true for them. If the person gives what you believe is a correct response, write the person’s
name in the corresponding box on the lower part of the page. For example, if you ask a person
question “D” and he or she gives you what you think is a correct response, then go ahead and write
the person’s name in box D. A correct response is important because later on, if you get bingo,
that person will be asked to answer the question correctly in front of the group. If he or she can’t
answer the question correctly, then you lose bingo. So, if someone gives you an incorrect answer,
ask someone else! Don’t use your name for one of the boxes or use the same person’s name twice.
Try
 to fill all 16 boxes in the next 20 minutes. This will increase your chances of winning. After the 20
minutes are up, please sit down and I will begin asking players to stand up and give their names. Are
there any questions? You’ll now have 20 minutes. Go!

Part Two: PLAYING BINGO
During the next 20 minutes, move around the room to assist the players. Every five minutes or so
tell the players how many minutes are remaining in the game. Give the players a warning when just
a minute or two remains. When the 20 minutes are up, stop the players and ask them to be seated.
Then give them the following instructions.
When

I point to you, please stand up and in a LOUD and CLEAR voice give us your name. Now, if
anyone has the name of the person I call on, put a big “X” in the box with that person’s name. When
you get four names in a row—across, down, or diagonally—shout “Bingo!” Then I’ll ask you to come
up front to verify your results.
Let’s

start off with you (point to a player in the group). Please stand and give us your name. (Player
gives name. Let’s say the player’s name was “Joe.”) Okay, players, if any of you have Joe’s name in one
of your boxes, go ahead and put an “X” through that box.
When

the first player shouts “Bingo,” ask him (or her) to come to the front of the room. Ask him to
give his name. Then ask him to tell the group how his bingo run was made, e.g., down from A to M,
across from E to H, and so on.
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Bingos are available on
several different topics.
Check out these resources for
more bingo options!
Biomass

Bingo— Energy
Stories and More
Change

a Light Bingo—Energy
Conservation Contract
Energy

Bingo— Energy Games
and Icebreakers
Energy

Efficiency Bingo—
Monitoring and Mentoring and
Learning and Conserving
Hydropower

Bingo—
Hydropower guides
Hydrogen

Bingo—H2 Educate
Marine

Renewable Energy
Bingo —Ocean Energy
Nuclear

Energy Bingo—
Nuclear guides
Offshore

Oil and Gas Bingo —
Ocean Energy
Oil
 and Gas Bingo—Oil and
Gas guides
Science

of Energy Bingo—
Science of Energy guides
Wind

Energy Bingo—Wind
guides
Transportation

Bingo —
Transportation Fuels Infobooks
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Now

you need to verify the bingo winner’s results. Ask the bingo winner to call out the first person’s name on his bingo run. That player
then stands and the bingo winner asks him the question which he previously answered during the 20-minute session. For example, if
the statement was “can name two renewable sources of energy,” the player must now name two sources. If he can answer the question
correctly, the bingo winner calls out the next person’s name on his bingo run. However, if he does not answer the question correctly, the
bingo winner does not have bingo after all and must sit down with the rest of the players. You should continue to point to players until
another person yells “Bingo.”

SOLAR Energy BINGO
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Has used a solar clothes dryer
Knows the efficiency of the average PV
cell
Knows the nuclear process in the sun’s
core
Knows how radiant energy travels
through space
Can explain how solar energy drives the
water cycle

A

B

Has hung clothes outside to dry

E

F

I

M
Solar energy systems do
not produce air pollutants
or carbon dioxide, minimal
impact on environment, sun’s
energy is free

P.

ask for location/description

Fusion

Car without tinted windows
is a solar collector-like a
greenhouse

K

Allows sun to enter through
windows for light and heathas materials that retain het
(masonry, tile, etc.)

N
radiant energy to electrical
energy

Owns solar protection equipment

D

G

J
Photosynthesis

L. Has cooked food in a solar oven
M. Can name two advantages of solar energy
N. Knows the energy conversion that a PV
cell performs
O. Can explain why dark clothes make you
hotter in the sun

C
15-30%

Sun evaporates water in lakes
and oceans, water vapor rises
and becomes clouds, rains to
replenish

16

F. Has used a photovoltaic cell
G. Drives a solar collector
H. Can explain how solar energy produces
wind
I. Knows how plants convert solar energy
into chemical energy
J. Uses passive solar energy at home
K. Has seen a solar water heater

ANSWERS

In electromagnetic waves (or
transverse waves)

H
Sun heats the Earth’s surface
unevenly-hot air rises and
cooler air moves in

L

ask for location/description

O
Dark colors absorb more
radiant energy and turn it into
thermal energy

ask for description

P
Sun screen, sunglasses, etc.
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e

Solar Energy in the Round

Get Ready
Copy

the Solar Energy in the Round cards on pages 27-29 onto card stock and cut into individual cards.
Make

an additional copy to use as your answer key. This page does not need to be cut into cards.
Have a class set of the Intermediate Energy Infobooks available for quick reference.

Solar Energy in the Round is a
quick, entertaining game to
reinforce information about
energy sources, forms of energy,
and general energy information
from the Intermediate Energy
Infobook.

Grades

Get Set
Distribute

one card to each student. If you have cards left over, give some students two cards so that
all of the cards are distributed.

5–8


2 Preparation

Have

the students look at their bolded words at the top of the cards. Give them five minutes to
review the information about their words using the Intermediate Energy Infobooks.

Low


Go

20–30

minutes

Choose

a student to begin Round 1 and give the following instructions:
Read

Question 1 on your card. The student with the correct answer will stand up and read the
bolded answer, “I have _____.”
That

student will then read Question 1 on his/her card, and the round will continue until the first
student stands up and answers a question, signaling the end of the round.
Continue

the game with Rounds 2 and 3.
If
 there is a disagreement about the correct answer, have the students listen to the question carefully
looking for key words (forms versus sources, for example) and discuss until a consensus is reached
about the correct answer.

Alternative Instructions

 Time
“In the Rounds” are available on
several different topics. Check
out these guides for more, fun
“In the Round” examples!
Hydrogen

in the Round—H2
Educate
Oil
 and Gas Industry in the
Round—Fossil Fuels to Products,
Exploring Oil and Gas
Conservation

in the Round—
Monitoring and Mentoring,
Learning and Conserving

Give

each student or pair a set of cards.
Students

will put the cards in order, taping or arranging each card so that the answer is directly under
the question.
Have

students connect the cards to fit in a circle or have them arrange them in a column.

Forms

of Energy in the Round—
Science of Energy guides
Uranium

in the Round—Nuclear
guides
Energy

in the Round—Energy
Games and Icebreakers
Transportation

Fuels in the
Round—Transportation Fuels
Infobooks
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MASTER

Fahrenheit/Celsius Conversion
On the Fahrenheit scale, the freezing point of water is 32° and the boiling point of water is 212°—a range of 180°.
On the Celsius scale, the freezing point of water is 0° and the boiling point of water is 100°—a range of 100°.
To convert from Celsius to Fahrenheit, multiply the C number by

F = (C x

9
5

180
9
or
, then add 32, as shown in the formula below.
100
5

) + 32

If C = 5
F = (5 x

9
) + 32
5

F = 9 + 32
F = 41

To convert from Fahrenheit to Celsius, subtract 32 from the F number, then multiply by

C = (F - 32) x

100
5
or
as shown in the formula below.
180
9

5
9

If F = 50
C = (50 - 32) x
C = 18 x

5
9

5
9

C = 10

Answer These Questions
1.

If C is 50°, what is the temperature in Fahrenheit?

2.

If F is 100°, what is the temperature in Celsius?

18
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MASTER

Water Cycle

The Water Cycle

SOLAR ENERGY

CONDENSATION
(Gas to Liquid)

PRECIPITATION

EVAPORATION

(Liquid or Solid)

(Liquid to Gas)

EVAPORATION

(Liquid to Gas)

OCEANS, LAKES, RIVERS
(Liquid)
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MASTER

Photovoltaic Cell
From Silicon to Electricity
A location that can accept an electron
Free electron
Proton
Tightly-held electron

STEP 1
NEGATIVE CHARACTER

n-type silicon
p-type silicon

POSITIVE CHARACTER

electric field

STEP 2
POSITIVE CHARGE

NEGATIVE CHARGE

PHOTONS

electric field

STEP 3

electric field

STEP 4

20

n-type
p-n junction
p-type

POSITIVE CHARGE

SUN
n-type
p-n junction
p-type

NEGATIVE CHARGE

SUN
sun

FREE ELECTRON

load
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Concentrating Solar Energy Assessment
1. Indicate on the drawings below where solar energy is being absorbed and reflected on each can.
2. Indicate the order in which the temperature of the water inside will increase from least to greatest using 1 (least) to 4 (greatest).
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Using Solar Energy to Produce Electricity
Assessment
Use the vocabulary below to explain how electricity is produced by photovoltaic systems and concentrated solar power systems.

22

dish/engine systems

linear Fresnel

radiant energy

solar power towers

electricity

parabolic troughs

residential

thermal energy

electrons

PV system

solar cell

utility scale

Energy From the Sun Teacher Guide

Solar Oven
 Objective
Students will be able to describe the energy transformation involved when using a solar oven.

 Materials
Masking

tape
1
 Paper plate
Black

construction paper
Oven

thermometer
Food

to cook

1
 Small pizza box
Plastic

wrap
Aluminum

foil
1
 Wooden skewer (12”-18”)
Marker

Scissors

Ruler


General Directions to Build a Solar Oven
1. On the top of the pizza box, use your marker to draw a square with edges spaced 1” from all sides of the box.
2. Use scissors to cut along the sides and front edge of the lid, leaving the fourth side along the box’s hinge uncut.
3. Tape aluminum foil to the inside surface of the new flap you just cut, shiny side visible. This is to reflect sunlight into the box. Smooth
out any wrinkles that might occur.
4. Tape plastic wrap to the original box flap (covering the hole you cut into the flap), and seal all four of the edges with tape.
5. Tape black construction paper to the bottom inside of the box. This will help absorb the incoming sunlight.
6. Cover any air leaks around the box edges with tape, making sure that the box can still be opened to place food inside the box and
remove it later.
7. Go outside in the sunlight and place the solar oven on a level flat surface.
8. Place food items on a black paper plate and place it inside the oven. Put the oven thermometer inside the oven where you will be able
to see it without moving the oven.
9. Tape one end of a wooden skewer to the reflector lid, attach the other end to the box to adjust reflector.
10. Let the food cook and periodically check the reflector angle to make sure sunlight is getting inside the oven.
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Solar House
? Question

How can solar energy be used in your house?

 Materials
Cardboard

box
Scissors

Clear

transparency film
Black

construction paper
2
 Sheets of white paper
Clay

Tape

Solar

House Kit

Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

24

Using the scissors, cut large windows and a door on one side of the box.
Tape clear transparency film over the windows.
Make a round water storage tank from black construction paper. Attach it to the side of the house with tape.
Make two holes 1 cm in diameter in the top of the box.
Push the shaft of the motor through one of the holes.
From the inside of the house, attach the fan blades to the motor. Make sure there is enough room above the blades for the fan to
turn without bumping the ceiling. Use a strip of tape to hold the motor in place.
Push the LED through the other hole and tape it in place.
Attach the PV cells to the fan and LED.
Lay the PV cell with tubing on top of the house with the tubing extending down to the black water storage tank. Tape in place.
Carefully carry the house model into the sun. Observe the speed of the fan and the brightness of the LED. Tilt the PV cells so they are
directly facing the sun. How does this affect the speed of the fan? Use a piece of clay under the PV cells to leave them in this position.
Simulate a bright, overcast day by placing a single sheet of white paper over the PV cells. Observe the speed of the fan and the
brightness of the LED.
Simulate a very cloudy day by placing two sheets of white paper over the PV cells. Record your observations of the fan speed and
LED brightness.
Simulate nighttime by placing a piece of cardboard over the PV cells. Record your observations of the fan speed and LED brightness.

Energy From the Sun Teacher Guide

Solar House Rubric
Your group has been commissioned by The National Energy Education Development Project to design a home using passive and active solar.
Your group will be expected to present the solar home design to your peers. You will need to explain what the solar features are, how they
work, and why they are beneficial to the energy efficiency of your home. Use this rubric to evaluate your work as a group. Your teacher may
also use this rubric to evaluate your group.

Meets or exceeds
expectations

Needs some work

Back to the drawing board

Comments

Thorough explanation is provided
for why each material was used in
the design
Rationale for placement of solar
elements

Design is creative and original

Identifies and explains which
elements are active solar and
which elements are passive solar
Use of materials

House is designed neatly and
soundly

Design is adequately and correctly
labeled

Sales pitch is informative and
effective, using keywords and
concepts from the background
materials and activities
Other:
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ME
NA
ME
NA

ME

ME

E

NA

NA
M

ME
NA

O

P

ME

ME
NA

NA

L

ME

E

H

K

N

NA
M

NA

NA

NA
NA
NA

M

Owns solar protection equipment

D

G

J

ME

I

26

C

F

ME

E

P.

ME

B

ME

A

L. Has cooked food in a solar oven
M. Can name two advantages of solar energy
N. Knows the energy conversion that a PV
cell performs
O. Can explain why dark clothes make you
hotter in the sun

NA

E.

ME

D.

F. Has used a photovoltaic cell
G. Drives a solar collector
H. Can explain how solar energy produces
wind
I. Knows how plants convert solar energy
into chemical energy
J. Uses passive solar energy at home
K. Has seen a solar water heater

E

C.

Has used a solar clothes dryer
Knows the efficiency of the average PV
cell
Knows the nuclear process in the sun’s
core
Knows how radiant energy travels
through space
Can explain how solar energy drives the
water cycle

NA
M

A.
B.

BINGO

NA

SOLAR ENERGY

Energy From the Sun Teacher Guide

IN THE ROUND

I have energy.

I have the speed of light.

Who has the two major gases that make up the Who has the form of energy that sunlight is
sun?
converted to when it is absorbed by the earth?

I have hydrogen and helium.

I have thermal energy.

Who has the process in which very small nuclei Who has the color that absorbs more sunlight
are combined into larger nuclei?
than other colors?

I have nuclear fusion.

I have the color black.

Who has the form of energy emitted into space Who has a system that captures solar energy
by stars during fusion and the sun?
and uses it to heat spaces or substances?

I have radiant energy.

I have a solar collector.

Who has the amount of time it takes the sun’s Who has the process of using the sun’s energy
energy to reach the earth?
to heat buildings?

I have eight minutes.
Who has 186,000 miles per second?
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IN THE ROUND

I have a passive solar home.

I have chemical energy.

I have an active solar home.

I have the greenhouse effect.

Who has the energy source produced by uneven heating of the earth’s surface?

Who has the process plants use to convert radiant energy into chemical energy?

I have wind.

I have photosynthesis.

Who has organic matter that has absorbed
energy from the sun?

Who has evaporation, condensation, and precipitation driven by energy from the sun?

I have biomass.

I have the water cycle.

Who has the energy sources that can be replenished in a short time?

Who has an object that can be used to cook
food on a sunny day?

Who has the process that traps the sun’s energy
Who has a home with solar collectors and other
in the atmosphere and makes life on Earth possolar equipment to heat it?
sible?

I have renewables.
Who has the form of energy that is stored in
fossil fuels?
28

I have a solar oven.
Who has the system that uses mirrors to capture the sun’s energy?

Energy From the Sun Teacher Guide

IN THE ROUND

I have concentrated solar.
Who has the word from Greek that means
light?

I have silicon.
Who has the system 1.5 million U.S. homes use
to increase the thermal energy in their water?

I have solar water heater.

I have photo.
Who has tiny bundles of energy from the sun?

Who has the direction solar collectors should
face in the U.S.?

I have photons.

I have south.

Who has the form of energy directly produced
by solar cells?

Who has a major reason that capturing sunlight is difficult?

I have electrical energy.

I have solar is spread out.

Who has the technical word that is abbreviated
as PV ?

Who has the only renewable energy source
that is NOT produced by the sun’s energy?

I have photovoltaic.

I have geothermal.

Who has the element that is a semi-conductor
used to make PV cells?

Who has the ability to do work or cause a
change?
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2014 Youth Awards for Energy Achievement

All NEED schools have outstanding
classroom-based programs in which
students learn about energy. Does
your school have student leaders
who extend these activities into
their communities? To recognize
outstanding achievement and reward
student leadership, The NEED Project
conducts the National Youth Awards
Program for Energy Achievement.
This program combines academic
competition with recognition to acknowledge
everyone involved in NEED during the
year—and to recognize those who achieve
excellence in energy education in their schools and communities.

What’s involved?
Students and teachers set goals and objectives, and keep a record of their
activities. In April, students combine their materials into scrapbooks and send
them in and write summaries of their projects for inclusion in the Annual
Report.
Want more info? Check out www.NEED.org/Youth-Awards for more
application and program information, previous winners, and photos of past
events.
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Energy From the Sun
Evaluation Form
State: ___________

Grade Level: ___________

Number of Students: __________

1. Did you conduct the entire unit?

 Yes

 No

2. Were the instructions clear and easy to follow?

 Yes

 No

3. Did the activities meet your academic objectives?

 Yes

 No

4. Were the activities age appropriate?

 Yes

 No

5. Were the allotted times sufficient to conduct the activities?

 Yes

 No

6. Were the activities easy to use?

 Yes

 No

7. Was the preparation required acceptable for the activities?

 Yes

 No

8. Were the students interested and motivated?

 Yes

 No

9. Was the energy knowledge content age appropriate?

 Yes

 No

10. Would you teach this unit again?
Please explain any ‘no’ statement below

 Yes

 No

How would you rate the unit overall?

 excellent

 good

 fair

 poor

How would your students rate the unit overall?

 excellent

 good

 fair

 poor

What would make the unit more useful to you?

Other Comments:

Please fax or mail to: The NEED Project
P.O. Box 10101
Manassas, VA 20108
FAX: 1-800-847-1820
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